NOTATION. G a finite group, Z{G) is the centre of G, d(Z(G)) is the minimal number of generators of Z(G). When G is a p-group Q^G) = (geG\g p = e). Zp
m is the cyclic group of order p m . μ(G) is the least natural number n such that G can be embedded in the symmetric group of degree n.
Let © -{(?!, , G n } be a collection of subgroups of a finite group G and X t be the set of distinct cosets of G t in G. The transitive action of G on X t defines a permutation representation of G on the set X = U?~i -£ with kernel core (Π?=i G t ). A faithful representation is called minimal in case \X\ = Σ? =1 \G: G< | is minimal over all faithful ©. Suppose now that G is a p-group and d d (Z(G) ). Then by [1] Theorem 3 n = d f or p Φ 2 whilst when p = 21/2d ^ n ^ d f the upper bound being attained. It is assumed throughout that n = d thereby imposing a restriction on © only when p = 2.
The problem is approached by first classifying minimal representations ©, say, of finite abelian p-groups (with a restriction on @ if p = 2) and then observing two elementary properties regarding the structure of G t Π Z(G). Proof. If G = Z 1 x x Z n with Z t cyclic then we know that the Gi can be reordered so that G* Π Z t = E (see [2] , Lemma 2 
, G n } is faithful. The minimality of © yields ΓG, = G, so that Y= GiPiZiG). It follows that x, e (% k \kel\{j}}, contradicting that x t is a generator of G.
The next lemma is easy to verify. 
Proof. By Lemma 2 G t Π Z(G) and Z(G) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3. Proof. We already have the result if G is abelian or Z(G) is isomorphic to n copies of Z™. This leaves the case: (i) M = <α> x <δ> x <c> s ^2 x Z P x Z P , (ii) Af = <α> x <6> ~ Z v * x Z P , (iii) ikf = <α> x <6> = Z P * x Z p2 . Case (i). We can choose α, 6, c so that Z(G) = <α> x <δ> and then While attacking groups of order p 6 by identical methods to Theorem 5, one obtains the following counterexample. , GJ of G such that G, Π ^(G) = ZJ The answer to this question is quickly found to be negative. Proof. When p Φ 2 H is the non-abelian group of order p* containing an element of order p 2 and when p = 2 H is the quaternionic group of order 8. Z(H) -(a p ) and ©' is obviously minimal. Now
, since α δ = a p+1 , (α*) 6 * = α ί(m^+1) . One easily checks that G ι = <α 2 c>, G 2 = <c> and degίG^ G 2 } = 16 > μ{G) which proves the lemma.
